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CHAPTER NINE 

Diplomatics, Weberian 
Bureaucracy, and the 
Management of Electronic 
Records in Europe and ~merica* 

During the past several years, as archivists worldwide have 
begun to struggle with the problems of managing electronic 
records, two traditions of archival theory and organizational 
practice which remain very strong in Europe have become 
prominent features of the solutions being developed there. In 
this chapter, these theoretical influences on archival practice 
are explored and the way in which they are shaping European 
approaches to the challenges of electronic records are ex- 
amined. The significance of European theory and practice for 
electronic records management in American is then consid- 
ered. 

* Originally published in the Americnn Archivist 55 (Winter 1992): 168-181. 
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THE EUROPEAN ARCHIVAL TRADITION 

During the late Middle Ages, a radical change in admin- 
istrative practice swept Europe. The written documents of im- 
portant transactions of the court became recognized as the 
"official" record and as evidence of an "act."' Having achieved 
this legitimacy, and ultimately affirmed it in the emerging 
court systems established to defend the legitimacy of the state, 
the document as a evidence immediately became subject to 
forgery and other fraudulent use. It became critical to the le- 
gitimacy of the established order that methods were devel- 
oped to distinguish between authentic and original records 
and forgeries or copies. One of these methods, the science of 
document analysis known as diplomatics, became a central el- 
ement in the training of all European archivists in the nine- 
teenth century after the fall of the ancien regimes when the 
historical, rather than administrative, use of these archives be- 
came i m p ~ r t a n t . ~  

Also during the nineteenth century, a dramatic and thor- 
ough revolution in the organization of collective activity in 
society took place throughout Europe as public and private in- 
stitutions took on the bureaucratic forms which still predomi- 
nate in organizations today. In bureaucracies, as Max Weber 
revealed in his classic analysis of this quintessentially modem 
form of organization, the autonomy of the individual as em- 
ployee is subjugated to the office, and each office, or role, is 
performed without respect to the personal position of either 
the office holder or the ~ l i e n t . ~  This impersonal consistency is 
maintained by policies and procedures and by the role of 
written records in all formal transactions. With the progressive 
adoption of this form of organization in the mid-nineteenth 
century came the northern European tradition of the registry 
office with its Aktenplrzn and the respect with which southern 
Europe treated "original order."* 

The twin pillars of diplomatics and the documentation 
practices o f  bureaucratic institutions, especially those with 
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registry offices, support training and practice in European 
archives as the twentieth century comes to a close. However, 
they are being challenged by potentially radical changes in 
both the nature of records and the structure of organizations 
brought on by the so-called electronic information revolution. 
The response of  European archivists to the electronic informa- 
tion revolution has been distinctively colored by their training 
in diplomatics and by the nature of their bureaucracies. 

THE NATURE OF THE CHALLENGES POSED BY 
ELECTRONIC RECORDS 

The electronic information revolution presents two fun- 
damental challenges to archivists. First, it threatens to trans- 
form the relatively stable framework of bureaucratic organi- 
zations and to replace it by a type of organizational structure 
which is, at present, inchoate. Second, it is leading to new 
practices of communication and to new forms of records 
whose outlines are equally unclear. Each of these tendencies 
challenges contemporary archival practice and forces us to re- 
examine archival theory. 

Although it is overly simplistic to assert that technology 
determines the shape of society, we cannot deny that tech- 
nologies may have a profound impact on social structures. We 
need only point to the role of irrigation in the emergence of 
agrarian civilizations, the stirrup and gun powder in the rise 
and fall of the feudal system, or printing in the spread of liter- 
acy and reformation, to see how significant these effects can 
be. Bureaucratic structures were designed as strategies for or- 
ganizational management of far-flung enterprises, and meth- 
ods of organizational recordkeeping such as the registry office 
were especially designed to support standardized action 
across the distance of time and space.5 The telephone, auto- 
mobile and airplane each successively reduced the effect of 
distance, and communication time as isolating factors in the 
modem world. But the electronic information revolution is re- 
ducing these distances in a way that undermines the structure 
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of bureaucratic organizations, a structure designed primarily 
to overcome the threat that time and distance posed to ex- 
erting coordinated and consistent organizational controL6 

Bureaucratic organizations evolved to assert their author- 
ity across what were then vast distances in space and time. 
Through them, Chinese, and later European, governments 
could control remote districts and even colonies through 
written procedures uniformly applied. Bureaucrats were 
trained to follow procedures, to document their transactions 
on the same forms, and to submit reports to a central office for 
unified bookkeeping. Correspondence was managed in the 
same way from office to office, using common classification 
schemes developed to reflect organizational policy and prac- 
tices for approval and recording of communications that were 
identical from one place in the organization to another.' 

The advent of the telephone at the turn of the twentieth 
century introduced the first electronic challenge to this form of 
bureaucracy by providing a means for people to communicate 
across and beyond the organization, and at great distances in 
space, without leaving a documentary trail. Archivists were 
unable to document telephonic communication because it ac- 
quired the social protection of a private conversation even 
when devoted to organizational business. In response, organi- 
zations generally bar official actions from taking place solely 
by telephone or insist on the parallel creation of a written 
record. The electronic information revolution revisits the site 
of these battles, but it carries the seeds of a more thorough 
revolution in organizational behavior than was introduced by 
the telephone. 

The electronic information revolution does not consist of 
the introduction of a single, free-standing piece of communi- 
cations technology like the telephone, but rather of the re-cre- 
ation of the organization and its activity in an electronic form 
which is technologically accessible twenty-four hours a day, 
from anywhere in the world, and without respect to the orga- 
nizational role of the user. The challenge to the contemporary 
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organization is to harness this potentially anarchistic technol- 
ogy for the benefit of the organization. The methods at hand 
are the same tools that have been used to regulate organiza- 
tions forever -- organizational policy and the technology itself. 
The issue is whether the potential of the technology to make 
the organization more responsive, more flexible, more accessi- 
ble, and more tactical can be unleashed without also making 
the organization more reactive and less strategic. 

As the technologies of the electronic information revolu- 
tion become widespread, administrators look forward to hav- 
ing direct access to information previously summarized for 
them by subordinates; to being able to directly discuss this in- 
formation with anyone in the company or outside at any time 
regardless of where the person with whom they are communi- 
cating is located; and to being able to make analytic decisions 
(with supportive tools) and order changes in organizational 
behavior based on them to take effect immediately. Production 
managers look forward to dispersed, multi-skilled design 
teams responding to customer demand with new designs that 
can directly drive automated production facilities, creating 
"just in-time" inventories of new designs with dramatically re- 
duced lead times. Workers throughout the organization see 
the same technologies as a means of knowing as much as their 
bosses know, being able to contribute usefully to decision 
making, and being able to respond rapidly and directly to 
challenges from any s o u r ~ e . ~  They also see it as freeing them 
from having to be in a particular place to d o  their work and of 
freeing their clients from having to "come to the office" to have 
the work done for them. For each of these employees, access to 
information becomes a source of power that is more important 
than place in the hierarchy itself. These kinds of changes, long 
predicted by social scientists familiar with the electronic in- 
formation revolution, and heralded with glee by many of the 
leading figures who introduced this revolution, are now being 
discovered empir i~a l ly .~  
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The organization is, however, not without defenses. After 
all, it employs those who would use the technology to further 
such democratizing ends. But i t  would seem from studies to 
date that, both in Europe and in the United States, these tech- 
nologies are having the effect of flattening organizations. It is 
demonstrably reducing the control exercised by central au- 
thority over transactions themselves and the recordkeeping 
about them.1° Before examining these effects more closely, 1 
will turn to the second challenge presented by the electronic 
information revolution. 

The form of documents in any society reflects the meeting 
of a particular technology of recording and the generic cultural 
need to differentiate documents semiotically for rapid decod- 
ing. Those who know scrolls or clay tablets have no more 
trouble distinguishing at a glance whether they are viewing a 
proclamation or  a record of commercial transactions than we, 
trained in our  culture, have in distinguishing a page from a 
daybook from a legal brief or a utility bill. These distinctions 
among forms of recorded information based on their content 
are useful in complex societies and play a substantial role in 
archival theory and practice, especially in Europe." 

But the forms of documents are also undergoing rapid 
and unpredictable development at the present time as a con- 
sequence of the introduction of electronic means of communi- 
cation. One obvious discontinuity is that electronic records 
cannot be seen except as they are re-presented under software 
control. To date most software has been designed to present 
electronic records in familiar guises so the changes are not as 
pronounced as they certainly will be in thirty years when a 
generation raised on these tools of communication invents en- 
tirely new forms rather than simply modifying the older ones 
that we have brought forward from the age of paper-based 
communications. Nevertheless, the changes in forms of 
records are pronounced enough to reveal three trends in the 
evolution of new forms of documentation that could pro- 
foundly effect archival practice. 
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The first is that instantaneous but asynchronous commu- 
nication (it does not matter i f  the recipients of your communi- 
cation are present when it is received, they will answer as soon 
as they return), has the effect within organizations of reducing 
the length and complexity of individual communications. In- 
stead of writing a full report on an incident or analyzing the 
entire situation in detail and sending a report u p  the organi- 
zational hierarchy after a week or more, the pattern of com- 
munication consists of an exchange of statements and ques- 
tions which d o  not supply any object referents or contextual 
clues. Indeed, it has been commented frequently that, in orga- 
nizations using electronic mail communications, the written 
documentation is taking on the character of oral communica- 
tion, especially of conversation.12 As a consequence, the con- 
tent of an electronic document is less likely to reference its 
con text. 

The second is that the speed at which underlying infor- 
mation upon which organizational decision making is based 
changes in organizations which have implemented electronic 
communications.13 The premium that is placed on up-to-date 
information has led to greater integration between information 
systems, which in turn makes possible the creation of 
"dynamic" documents which change their content in response 
to the information environment in which they are (re)con- 
structed. To date we have seen only such limited applications 
of this concept as the graph or spreadsheet which reconfigures 
itself based on the state of a remote database, but we will soon 
see such dynamic pointers, linked to artificial intelligence 
rules, redefining activities based on new policies, procedures, 
designs, or objectives. 

The third development is the advent of the multimedia, 
"compound document" which again is in its infancy. To date 
we are seeing only linear textual documents with limited 
amounts of bit-mapped raster image and graphics, but capa- 
bilities to exchange non-linear "hyper-documents" and texts 
with voice annotation are very close to realization.14 Within 
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the decade we will probably see compound documents which 
make it possible to export manufactured goods as information 
(driving manufacturing facilities located near the point-of- 
sale) and to direct medical, environmental, or military inter- 
vention by remote devices. These kinds of documents will re- 
quire us to fundamentally rethink diplomatics since they will 
not simply record the effects of actions, but be the effecters of 
action. 

These three trends in patterns of communication interact 
and are extended by such developments as the introduction of 
"intelligent" systems capable of executing organizational poli- 
cies without human intervention. Such systems now routinely 
buy and sell most of the stocks on the stock market and de- 
termine organizational responses to natural and human-made 
disasters. In the future, information "objects" which monitor 
the information environment in which they operate in order to 
perceive and act on changes in the information landscape will 
be commonplace. How archivists respond to such develop- 
ments will depend on how the organizations in which they are 
employed deploy information technology and on how they 
use their training as archivists. 

APPROACHES TO ELECTRONIC RECORDS 
MANAGEMENT 

The fundamental problem in the management of elec- 
tronic records is to identify the functional provenance of 
records (e.g., the business purpose for which they were cre- 
ated), so as to be able to carry out organizational retention 
policy. We cannot see electronic records except under software 
control, but the functional provenance of records may be ex- 
plicitly recorded as data within the record by the record creator 
or system, implicit in the system design and revealed by analysis 
or by documentation which reveals the structural relations 
between data instances, or discovered by links to the originating 
activity, which is represented by the source of the records, or 
more exdctly by krmwledge of the transaction communication 
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path. Each of these three loci of functional provenance infor- 
mation (data content, data structure, and data context) pro- 
vides documentation of what I have elsewhere called 
"evidential historicity" and can be contributed either by indi- 
vidual employees, the bureaucratic system or the underlying 
technology.15 

Europeans are deploying solutions to the challenges 
posed by electronic records management that differ in empha- 
sis from those being experimented with in the United States. 
In Europe, they are depending more on individual employees 
and the bureaucratic system to provide functional provenance 
as explicit data while in the U.S. we are relying more heavily 
on technology to provide information about structure and 
communications paths.16 This impression reflects my observa- 
tions at several recent meetings in Europe on electronic 
records management and in the working sessions of the 
United Nations ACCIS working group on electronic records 
management gu idelines.17 

It has become clear to me that German-speaking Euro- 
peans generally believe employees can be instructed to classify 
the business function of electronic records as they have paper- 
based information. At a meeting of experts held in Marburg in 
October 1991, German archivists were unanimous in their be- 
lief that traditional classification methods could be applied to 
electronic records. Archivists from the province of Baden- 
Wiirttemburg and from the Bundesarchiv concurred that all 
future records would be "documents," all documents would be 
classified, and that classified records in any format could be 
managed by registry office practices.18 At the Macerata confer- 
ence in May 1991, Christoph Graf, the national archivist of 
Switzerland, also asserted that workers can and must assign 
classifications to records in the electronic office. 

It does logically follow that if electronic records are doc- 
uments, if classifications must be assigned to documents prior 
to sending them, and if  the classification reflects the functional 
provenance and contextual significance of the record, then 
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records will be associated with their correct provenance 
through classification by their creators. But will electronic 
records be documents in the sense of being software indepen- 
dent and having boundaries within which their data is con- 
tained? Will organizations continue to relate to the outside 
world through organizational structures which correlate 
placement of an employee in the organization to his or her 
function? Will classifications based on bureaucratic forms be 
adequate to reconstruct relations between transactions and 
between data in records and their information environment? 
And can users correctly classify transactions generating elec- 
tronic documents? 

At the Macerata meeting, which was influenced by Italian 
participation, emphasis was placed on understanding the bu- 
reaucratic pathways along which communications flow. It was 
assumed that certain kinds of transactions would take place in 
specifiable ways between communicating bureaucracies or 
even between departments within an organization. It was also 
assumed that the business source of the transactions could 
thereby be identified by archivists using methods of systems 
analysis to document such flows and characterizing the re- 
sulting transactions by the form of record they produced.19 

In the United States, where no tradition of classifying offi- 
cial communications according to provenance and business 
purpose exists and where communication between organiza- 
tions does not necessarily take place between the heads of the 
respective departments or units, a consensus is developing 
around more technological, rather than managerial, strategies. 
We are trying to assert archival authority into the systems ac- 
quisition and planning process in order to assure that archival 
requirements are embodied in acquired software. We are try- 
ing to insinuate ourselves into standards-setting efforts to in- 
corporate certain requirements in to procurement regulations. 
And some researchers are exploring ways to automatically 
mark or tag the provenance and business purpose of docu- 
ments through recognition of their form and their telecommu- 
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nication source (automatically generated extended headers 
providing business f u n c t i ~ n ) . ~  

In part, Americans are seeking technological solutions be- 
cause in our context we have reason to doubt the ability of or- 
ganizational policy to constrain new technologies. In general, 
Europeans have greater confidence that organizational policy 
can adequately control the implementation of electronic sys- 
tems and the way in which they are deployed. 

Swedish archivists reported that the "solution" to control- 
ling electronic records is to assure that the systems, and what 
they are intended for, are registered in the national meta- 
database. The Deputy Archivist of Sweden has noted that un- 
der Swedish law all systems designs had to be filed with the 
archives and that the archives approved all potential capabili- 
ties of systems to generate records. Thus, he argues, the sys- 
tems cannot be used to create unanticipated kinds of records!21 
Likewise, German archivists assured their colleagues that no 
new technologies which threatened to transform the nature of 
records could be acquired by their bureaucracies unless they 
were previously approved by the archives. The Swedes, along 
with their German colleagues, were certain that policy 
prevented any person within the system from using software 
capabilities to create a kind of record for which there was no 
prior warrant or from deleting or changing records once they 
had been sent. Thus, in controlling records from databases, for 
example, the Swedes are content to capture the contents of the 
database and the regulations about what kinds of queries may 
be put to it. In effect they document in national, publicly 
available, metadatabases the diplomatic forms of records. 

An unarticulated assumption of the Swedish confidence 
that the specific purposes of records for particular business 
processes can be defined up front, often in legislation, and 
regulated by active metadata systems, is that particular, and 
limited, functions in hierarchical bureaucracies are assigned to 
specific offices and only to those offices. Without assuming 
such a co-location of function and office, I proposed to the UN 
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ACCIS panel that the control of electronic records would need 
to begin identification of the business application from which 
the record was generated and of which it is evidence. The con- 
cept of a business application in that framework consciously 
had less than a one-to-one correlation with either the concept 
of software application or a particular office or locus within an 
organization. My suggestion, which is hard to carry out in 
practice, is that archivists intervene in software implementa- 
tion so as to create a user interface layer which presents h n c -  
tionality to users in terms of the business processes sanctioned 
by the organization. This is a technological solution intended 
to replicate the correlation between business functions and 
permissible forms of documentation which the Europeans re- 
port still exists in fact in their organizations. If they are right, 
they are fortunate indeed; what is interesting here is that we 
are both forced to conclude that the correlation between the 
nature of the activity and the record of that activity is critical 
(indeed it is the essence of the concept of provenance), 
whether or not that activity is located in a particular organiza- 
tional / bureaucratic structure. 

Assuming that the full capabilities of systems will be  used 
regardless of how they are intended to be employed, we in the 
U.S. are struggling with how to capture the actual transactions 
against databases in a machine- and software-independent 
format so they can be reconstructed along with the other 
transactions that constituted a single business activity.22 Again 
the emphasis is on the automatic capture of the actual transac- 
tions from systems rather than relying on staff. When we look 
at metadata systems it  is less as a means of documenting or 
regulating how systems are intended to be used than as a 
method of providing access to the public or building docu- 
mentation libraries for use in controlling their future migra- 
t i ~ n . ~ "  

In the United States most archivists assume that they must 
go with the flow as technology transforms the organization. 
We assume that the latest technical cdpabilities will be imple- 
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mented and that their programmatic uses cannot be predicted, 
to say nothing of restricted. Assuming that guidance cannot 
assure that individuals in organizations label documents cor- 
rectly, or even that information resides in non-dynamic 
"document" systems, the UN ACCIS panel report which I 
drafted proposes to identify those business processes whose 
records are archival, and to employ automatic methods for 
linking records to the business process which created them. 
The links, possibly in the form of headers, would then be ex- 
ploited in the management of the data.2q 

It is extremely interesting, therefore, to examine Canadian 
tactics which represent a middle ground between the two 
strategies in part because their organizations share some of the 
characteristics of the traditional European bureaucracy and of 
the American office.25 The IMOSA (Information Management 
and Office Systems Architecture) project of the National 
Archives of Canada, the Treasury Board (Canada's govern- 
mental regulator and oversight agency) and the Canadian Of- 
fice Workplace Study Center reveals its dual policy/ 
technology roots in its title and its co-sponsorship. Con- 
sciously two-pronged throughout, the IMOSA approach looks 
on the one hand towards defining the "corporate memory re- 
quirements" and emphasizing the need for guidance on the 
"corporate rules of the road" in the use of electronic systems, 
and on the other hand towards writing a specification that it 
hopes will become a procurement standard for office front-end 
and rear-end systems. The technological solution itself reveals 
a duality since it both shapes the interface so that users iden- 
tify the activity context in which they are working when they 
select software functions and asks users to explicitly label cor- 
porate files based on imposition of registry office principles. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE AND 
RECORDS MANAGEMENT IN EUROPE 
AND THE UNITED STATES 

As I encountered differences in electronic records man- 
agement practices in Europe and the United States, I initially 
attributed them to historical differences between the American 
and European labor market and the structure of United States 
and European firms. These difkrences between United States 
and European organizations have been portrayed as differ- 
ences in the degree of role-formalizing and hierarchical rela- 
tionships and the degree of mobility of the work force.26 

On further examination, I still believe that the degree of 
career mobility of employees within and between organiza- 
tions is an ecological variable that helps to explain the differ- 
ence between the ways that American organizations are con- 
h n t i n g  the challenges of electronic records and the ap- 
proaches taken by their European counterparts. Employees 
can be expected to remain in a single organization in Europe 
for almost twice as long as in the United States. Movements 
between jobs within a company are also much more frequent 
in the U.S. than in Europe. It seems common sense that an em- 
ployee who is going to remain with the company for only a 
short time would be hired, oriented to the firm for a day or 
two, and told to get on with the job. Very few procedures 
would be explained and the networks of contacts with whom 
the individual is supposed to work in order to perform the job 
would include all the people with whom that employee was in 
contact before accepting the new post. In these organizations, 
methods of work are strongly influenced by the personal 
styles and work history of the employees who are judged by 
results rather than by adherence to organizational practices. 

Overall the American professional employee has less than 
two years to learn the requirements of his or her job and the 
procedures of the company while Europeans have well over 
three. However, the trends in both Europe and the United 
States over the past century have been towards greater mobil- 
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ity and less longevity in the firm, and it would appear that 
they are continuing unabated. While traditional organizations 
are still more common in Europe today, because employees 
stay with the firm and even in the same job for a long time, I 
would expect to see procedures for records management 
breaking down if mobility alone was the basis for behavior. 
New employees in European organizations, for example, 
would be less likely to be oriented to the classification systems 
for document identification and filing used throughout the 
firm. 

Impressionistic accounts also suggest that European orga- 
nizations exercise control more hierarchically than American 
organizations of the same kind. Mid-level personnel in Ameri- 
can organizations appear to enjoy substantially greater auton- 
omy than their European counterparts, especially when it 
comes to requesting authority for specific actions (almost al- 
ways delegated in a very general way in the United States) or 
reporting on actions taken (which takes place considerably less 
formally in the United States and involves "filing" of fewer re- 
ports). But sociological studies do not reveal systematic differ- 
ences in the numbers of levels in the hierarchy of firms in the 
same businesses in the U.S. and abroad. 

Nevertheless, when electronic information systems are 
introduced into American and European organizational envi- 
ronments, with their different traditions, they appear to exac- 
erbate the tendencies of each organization. Distributed, re- 
sults-oriented units within American organizations have em- 
braced new technologies and used them to further reduce hier- 
archy and corporate procedural constraints. Technologies have 
been acquired in order to enhance the ability of individuals 
throughout the organization to do their jobs rather than in or- 
der to further corporate control or norms. European organiza- 
tions have been much more hesitant to introduce these tech- 
nologies, and when they do so usually develop substantial 
administrative controls surrounding their use. Can these dif- 
ferences be explained in a way that helps us to understand 
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them and base electronic records management strategies on 
them? 

Sociologists are finding that organizations worldwide are 
becoming more similar and yet the behavior of people within 
these organizations is retaining its cultural uniquenessz7 Or- 
ganizational culture, or  how people behave in organizations, is 
being studied to understand differences like those between 
record making and recordkeeping practices of organizations in 
Europe and the United States. Scholars of organizational cul- 
ture now seem to accept a social-psychological analysis of the 
differences between organizations, based largely on empirical 
research by Geert H ~ f s t e d e . ~ ~  This organizational culture re- 
search predicts three patterns which should be apparent in 
European and North American organizations, and I am im- 
pressed that they correlate closely with my observations on 
international contrasts between archivists in their approaches 
to electronic records. 

Hofstede's research identifies four dimensions of organi- 
zational culture of which the degree of "power distance" and 
"uncertainty avoidance" are the two dimensions most relevant 
to my analysis. A matrix of two measures for each factor (large 
power distance/small power distance; strong uncertainty 
avoidance/weak uncertainty avoidance) yields four distinctive 
styles of bureaucracy. Richard Mead dubs these: Full 
Bureaucracy (characterized by wide power distance and strong 
need to avoid uncertainty); Market Bureaucracy (characterized 
by narrow power distance and weak uncertainty avoidance); 
Wory low  Bureaucracy (characterized by narrow power distance 
and strong need to avoid uncertainty); and Personnel 
Bureaucracy (characterized by wide power distance and weak 
need to avoid uncertainty).29 

Using Hofstede's data, France and the Mediterranean and 
Latin countries fall into the category of Full Bureaucracies 
where functions are tightly distinguished, communication is 
mainly downward, and departments will communicate with 
each other through their highest levels. In such organizations 
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we would expect the fonds to reflect discrete functions and 
downward and outward communication to flow from the top. 

The Market Bureaucracies include Scandinavia, the Nether- 
lands and Anglo countries where communications are upward 
and downward and power is negotiated across organizational 
lines on the basis of personal relationships. In such organiza- 
tions functions are not closely tied to place in the organization 
and communication flows in all directions up  and down and 
outward from all points. 

Worylow Bureaucracies include German-speaking coun- 
tries and Finland where the emphasis is on regulating activity 
rather than relationships. In such organizations functions are 
closely tied to structure. Communication flows u p  and down 
and outward from many points, but only according to well- 
defined procedures. 

Personnel Bureaucracies, not found in Europe or North 
America, are patriarchal authority structures with loose rela- 
tions between workers at the same levels. 

The pattern predicted by these studies of organizational 
culture is three different approaches to documentation rather 
than a simple Europe/ America dichotomy. The location of the 
fracture lines is consistent with the differences in archival 
practices between Germanic and Romance Europe identified 
by D ~ c h e i n . ~ ~  In addition, it predicts that we should find 
commonalties between Anglo, Scandinavian, and Dutch prac- 
tices. I have indeed identified some commonalties in the ap- 
proach to electronic records management taken by archivists 
in these cultures, but some other differences between U.S. and 
Canadian, Dutch, or Scandinavian practice remain. 

It may be that another dimension of the Hofstede analysis 
-- individualism -- is related to the differences between U.S. 
practices and those of Canadian, Scandinavian, and Dutch 
archivists. Archivists in these somewhat less individualistic 
corporate cultures show a greater faith in the effectiveness of 
ethical, constitutional, or legal proscriptions against the use of 
personal data than d o  American archivists. I suspect this is a 
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factor in their greater reliance on policy rather than technology 
to constrain misuse of data.31 In any case, I believe it is ex- 
tremely worthwhile to explore organizational cultural differ- 
ences further in order both to understand historical archival 
practices and to predict what might be effective records man- 
agement strategies in different contexts. Because different or- 
ganizational cultures are found in different companies, not just 
in different countries, sensitivity to corporate culture varia- 
tions may help us develop electronic records management 
practices which will work, even i f  we are only interested in 
one nation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

There are two fundamental strategies that can be em- 
ployed to assure the maintenance and retention of adequate 
documentation of organizational activity: policy and technol- 
ogy. In their purest forms the policy-oriented approach would 
define certain forms of documents and certain pathways of 
communication that are permissible, and dictate that employ- 
ees in the organization must use the electronic information 
systems in these prescribed ways. The technological approach 
would also seek to capture certain forms of documents trav- 
eling by specified pathways but instead of requiring individu- 
als to act in the corporate interest and to know the corporate 
rules, i t  would identify and capture such communications 
automatically and invisibly. Both approaches require that 
archivists understand which transactions are archivally im- 
portant (based on analysis of organizational functions) and the 
forms of records they produce (based on diplomatics). 

If  American archivists are going to be forced by the nature 
of organizational culture in the U.S. to rely on technological 
intervention to safeguard electronic records of long-term 
value, they will need to use diplomatics-like principles to 
identify new forms of records. They will also need to use or- 
ganizational analysis to model the archivally significant activi- 
ties in which employees are engaged to apply rules to the seg- 
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regation and disposition of records based on provenance. As a 
consequence, the European tradition of diplomatics should 
find a growing applicability both in Europe and in the United 
States as the character of documents change. 

I believe the Eurqpean tradition has a great deal to offer 
even the most techno-centric approach. For example, I have 
suggested the potential power of automatic document type 
analysis using intelligent parsers and SGML coupled with 
rule-based retention schedules linked to business functions 
analysis documented in metadata. To implement this kind of 
automatic or  quasi-automatic means of archival intervention 
will be to extend the reach of diplomatics and refine diplo- 
matics as  a method of analysis. 

Organizational analysis will also play a growing role on 
both sides of the Atlantic as traditional organizations are fur- 
ther eroded. Archivists will need to rely more on the empirical 
analysis of organizations as systems, rather than normative 
descriptions, since the functional origin of transaction and the 
links between dispersed agents will be of greater importance 
as the organizational locus of the document creator becomes 
less significant in less hierarchical organizations. To identify 
the business context of transactions for an intelligent commu- 
nications gateway will require identifying activities so as to 
base retention decisions on functional provenance and will re- 
quire us to refine methods of representing formal and informal 
communications within post-hierarchical organizations. Fi- 
nally, no matter how different the organizational cultures in 
the U.S. and Europe are, the organization will still need to ex- 
ert some control through policy. Identification of the policy 
objectives in cultures where policy functions well to control 
electronic records can assist those of us who live in organiza- 
tions with more anarchistic cultures to identify ends that will 
have to be achieved by alternative means. 
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